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Abstract
This paper explores the long-term impact of a short-term study abroad program on alumni of the program years
after having taken the course. Through using a mixed measure survey, the data reveals that short-term study
abroad programs can have a significant and direct impact on the lives of alumni. The specific program
considered has impacted alumni choices of international tourist destinations, activities alumni participate in
while traveling abroad, as well as the choices alumni make concerning lodging while traveling abroad. In short,
after participating in a short-term study abroad program, alumni have developed a global citizenship identity.
Keywords: short-term study abroad, Jamaica, long-term impacts of study abroad programs, global citizenship,
critical study abroad
1. Introduction
This paper explores the impact of a short-term study abroad program on travel and tourism decisions by alumni
of the program. The program is a three-week course in Jamaica, focused on issues of international development
with particular emphasis on the role of travel and tourism and the impact on Jamaica. The three-week course is
one of several opportunities offered to students during Interim (a three-week January Term required for all
students). This particular course has been offered ten times since 2002, and faculty involved have long wondered
if the interim has had any long-term impact on alumni of the program.
Short-term study abroad programs (eight weeks or less) are by far the most popular form of study abroad at U.S.
colleges and universities. Despite this, there is scant scholarship on the potential long-term impact of such
programs. This study examines the long-term impact of this particular program on alumni, including decisions
about travel and tourism, professional and volunteer activities, as well as intercultural understanding.
During the fall of 2015 a mixed measure survey was sent to alumni of the Jamaica interim using Qualtrics
Survey Software. 56% of those surveyed responded. Data suggests that this short-term study abroad program has
had a significant, direct, long-term impact on alumni. The program has impacted alumni choices of international
tourist destinations, activities alumni participate in while traveling abroad, as well as the choices alumni make
concerning lodging while traveling abroad. Alumni responses also indicate that intercultural sensitivity was
positively impacted by the program. In short, alumni have moved to develop a global citizenship identity.
2. Study Abroad Programs
For much of the world today, intercultural contact is increasing in frequency and intensity (globalization), and in
U.S. colleges and universities this can be seen in the ever-increasing participation of students in study abroad
programs. The Institute of International Education (IIE) puts the number of U.S. students who participated in
study abroad programs at 304,467 for the 2013/14 academic year. This is a 62.8% increase from the 2003/4
academic year (191,231) (retrieved from IIE. 2015). “Profile of U.S. Study Abroad Students, 2003/04–2013/14.”
Open Doors Report on International Educational Exchange. Retrieved from http://www.iie.org/opendoors (see
also Mach, 2011).
In addition to increased numbers of student participation, the nature and scope of study abroad programs have
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changed dramatically in recent decades. There has been a shift away from full academic calendar year programs
toward short-term study abroad programs generally accepted to be from one to eight weeks long
(Donnelly-Smith, 2009). Mary Dwyer, when looking at the data from The Institute for the International
Education of Students Programs, found that in the 1950s/60s 72% of students participating in study abroad
programs were abroad for a full year. In the 1990s this number had dipped to 20% (Dwyer, 2004). At the
national level, in 2015, only 3% of U.S. students who studied abroad did so for an entire academic calendar year.
35% of the students studied for a quarter/semester, but the majority of students (62%) who studied abroad did so
in
a
short-term
program
(http://www.iie.org/Research-and-Publications/Open-Doors/Data/US-Study-Abroad/Infographic).
Short-term
study abroad programs dominate study abroad programs at an ever-increasing rate.
This study is conducted at a mid-size liberal arts institution in the Midwest that ranks #2 nationally among
baccalaureate institutions for students who study abroad during college (https://calvin.edu/academics/global/).
The college offers eight international semester programs in Britain, China, France, Ghana, Honduras, Hungary,
Peru, and Spain, as well as a semester in Washington D.C.
In the 2015/16 academic year 70% (590) of students from this institution who studied abroad did so in
off-campus interims/May terms while 30% (249) did so in semester abroad programs. As for students who study
abroad for a full year, the Director of Off-Campus Programs estimates that it is less than one student per year
(personal communication).
3. Literature Review
Most attempts to measure the impacts of short-term study abroad programs do so through considering student’s
perceived attitudes or by indirect measures. For example, as Lisa Chieffo and Lesa Griffiths state in describing
their study of short-term study abroad programs, “this project did not attempt to measure actual learning
outcomes or changes in behavior. Instead, the results reflect perceived and recalled student activities and
attitudes” (p. 167). Such approaches are the norm. It is not uncommon for such studies to use pre- and post-test
assessment tools: the pre-test being given just prior to leaving on the short-term study abroad program, while the
post-test is given immediately after returning or within a few weeks after return. A variety of measurement
instruments have been used to analyze the impact of study abroad programs including the Cross-Cultural
Adaptability Inventory (Mapp, 2012; Kitsantas, 2004), the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI) (Kelley &
Meyers, 1993; Anderson, 2006; Rexeisen, 2008; Hammer et al., 2002, 2003; Jackson, 2008). The IDI is based on
the Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (Bennett, 1993), which measures a respondent’s
developmental stage in guiding and limiting interaction across difference.
This project seeks to use direct measures to assess alumni attitude and experience with the study abroad program,
but equally important, it seeks to examine alumni behavior, such as travel choices, as a result of participation in
the program. We believe alumni attitudes and behavior that are more culturally competent and take into
consideration local economies are a key component to global citizenship.
There are very few longitudinal studies of short-term study abroad programs, although the importance of such
studies in order to improve international education has been noted (Anderson et al., 2006). Rexeisen and
colleagues (2008) used a pre and post-test measure of the IDI four months after students completed short-term
study abroad. Heather Rowan-Kenyon and Elizabeth Niehaus’s (2011) case-study interviewed students one year
after studying abroad. They found that “students who had engaged in subsequent learning opportunities continued
to find meaning in their study abroad experience. The experience had faded into a distant memory for students
who did not integrate the experience into their lives in some way” (p. 213). Both studies, though valuable, are
not adequately longitudinal related to alumni behavior well after program participation and/or graduation.
Unlike short-term programs, semester long study abroad programs have been the subject of assessment,
including longitudinal studies. Don Degraaf and colleagues (2013) focused on personal and professional
development of students who participated in semester long programs while in college. Controlling for such
things as location and length of the program, major area of study, and gender, this study reinforced the positive
long-term impacts of semester-long study abroad programs. Richard Dukes and colleagues (1994) in their study
of semester at sea alumni, 10 years after participation, found that the study abroad experience led to a
maintenance of a global perspective and also contributed to positive personal growth of participants. Yemi
Akande and Carla Slawson (2000) conducted a large-scale longitudinal study of alumni in programs of The
Institute for the International Education of Students (IES). Their results also suggest a positive long-term impact
on program participants. Respondents in their study reported benefits that included better understanding of self,
openness to diversity and ease in interacting across difference, and improved language skills. A significant
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number of respondents (72%) also reported continued travel abroad and 95% of respondents reported that their
study abroad programs continued to influence their understanding of world events. Marianne McGarrity (2014)
in a large-scale longitudinal study on alumni from the School of International Travel, examined the impact of
study abroad programs on academic, professional and personal outcomes. This study concluded that study
abroad programs influenced career choice and graduate study and furthermore suggested that study abroad
alumni are highly accomplished and socially conscious, choosing education, health and nonprofit fields in large
numbers (p. 1). In another large-scale longitudinal study spanning over 50 years, Mary Dwyer (2004a)
concluded that “study abroad has a significant impact in the areas of continued language use, academic
attainment measures, intercultural and personal development and career choices (p. 161). Dwyer also reports,
however, that in some cases, participants involved in shorter term, non-semester long programs such as intensive
summer study abroad programs, reported similar outcomes. She suggests that well planned, intensive programs
can net significant outcomes across a variety of measures (p. 161). She notes that further study on short-term
study abroad programs is needed to better asses their impact.
Michael Page and colleagues (2009) in their extensive research on the impact of study abroad programs also
found that study abroad programs had positive impact on participants and their professional and personal
engagement across several dimensions, including civic engagement and social entrepreneurship (p. S29). (see
also Fry et al., 2009). Using date from the 2006 cohort of the Wabash National Study of Liberal Arts Education,
Mark Salisbury (2013) in his study examining the effect of study abroad programs on intercultural competence
found that such programs have significant effects on positive development of intercultural competence. However,
he cautions that study abroad programs do not influence the “multiple domains that encapsulate intercultural
competence equally” (p. 93). He reports that respondents were more inclined toward intercultural interaction;
however, on other domains, such as comfort with diversity, there were not significant positive effects.
Controlling for several variables, including pre-college characteristics and self-selection, Salisbury’s research
suggests “that study abroad influences students’ diversity of contact but has no statistically significant effect on
relativistic appreciation of cultural differences or comfort with diversity” (p. 2). He does conclude however, that
even when controlling for several variables and factors, “on average, studying abroad significantly affects the
positive development of intercultural competence” (p. 92).
We were interested in considering the development of global citizens in alumni, and as Dianna Murphy and
colleagues argue, “developing global citizens is clearly a long-term outcome” (Murphy et al., 2014 p. 2). So, our
goal was to see if our Jamaica Development Interim had a long-term impact on alumni behaviors
4. Description of Jamaica Development Interim
Our institution is one of 103 colleges/universities in the U.S. that have a January Term (Interim)
http://diycollegerankings.com/beyond-college-rankings-january-terms-interim-terms-and-winter-terms/1295/.
Most interims are taken place between the fall and spring semesters, but there are a few that run as May Terms.
Interims typically take place over a three-week period. Off-campus interims afford a wide variety of options for
students to study abroad without committing to a full-semester study abroad program. At our institution, students
are required to take three interims during their undergraduate experience as part of graduation requirements, and
following a liberal arts philosophy, students are encouraged to take courses outside of their major; off-campus
interims are popular. During the Interim of 2017, a total of 33 off-campus Interims/May Term courses were
offered, 23 of which were international study abroad programs.
The Jamaica Development course was taught ten times between 2002 and 2019. Class sizes have grown over the
years from 15 students in the first year to our most recent class in 2017 of 35. Although the course content,
lectures, and locations visited over the years have changed, the central theme of the Interim has always been to
study issues of development relating to Jamaica, specifically the role of tourism as it relates to development.
Additional topics studied during interims have included island history, colonialism, the African Diaspora,
development theories, debt, corruption, remittances, migration, free-trade, and community development. We,
along with faculty at the University of the West Indies, Mona, lecture on these topics. Other guest speakers
include representatives of the World Bank, USAID, and representatives from local churches and social service
agencies.
Beyond lectures, students are assigned and expected to read a considerable number of articles related to issues of
development and tourism, as well as articles that introduce them to Jamaican society, systems and structures, and
Jamaica’s location in the global economy. Although readings have been updated throughout the years to reflect
current issues and contexts, readings always seek to provide students with broad information about Jamaican
history and the topics covered in the course (see Reader Table of Contents in Appendix B). The lectures and
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readings are tied specifically to the experiential component of the interim. Site visits include diverse
organizations, including the University of the West Indies, a dairy farm, a coffee processing plant, a chicken
processing plant, a coffee plantation, a spice factory, a sea turtle sanctuary, various community development
organizations, local churches, and tourist attractions such as the Black River, YS Falls, Dunns River Falls, the
National Art Gallery, Port Royal, Lime Cay, and the Pelican Bar. As discussed below, in all of the locations
where we travel, we stay in Jamaican owned facilities (see in Appendix A the 2019 calendar and syllabus of the
interim).
The course is developed and planned as an educational experience. Just as the readings and lectures are
intentional toward this end, travel and lodging choices are also developed with the overall course theme in mind.
We travel to four locations: Kingston, Mandeville, Treasure Beach, and Montego Bay.
Implicit in and foundational to the interim, we hope to afford students the beginning of the process of grappling
with their place in an ever-increasing globalized context. We hope our students somewhere down the line will
ultimately become global citizens. But as Davis (2006) has commented, the term “global citizen” is too broadly
used to be useful, and so we follow Woolf (2010) who more specifically defines global citizen to mean, “someone
who is, or who aspires to be, broad minded, intellectually engaged with other cultures, aware of the
interdependence of nations, committed to tolerance and understanding of difference” (p. 48). We would add to this
definition of global citizen, “someone who seeks to better the world for all its members.” And so, our definition of
global citizenship is:
Someone who is, or who aspires to be, broad minded, intellectually engaged with other cultures, aware of the
interdependence of nations, committed to tolerance and understanding of difference, and someone who seeks
to better the world for all its members.
We believe active engagement to better the world is a key element of global citizenship. We affirm Reilly and
Senders (2009) call for study abroad programs to “deliberately position [themselves] as an active force in the
service of global survival” (p. 262). They call this approach to study abroad programs “Critical Study Abroad.” We
attempt to achieve “critical study abroad” in our interim and have consciously attempted to structure our interim in
order to afford the potential development of global citizens.
We do this in two ways. First, we hope to instill in students a self-awareness of their place within their cultural
context. As Clyde Kluckhohn has famously said:
Ordinarily we are unaware of the special lens through which we look at life. It would hardly be fish who
discovered the existence of water. Students who had not yet gone beyond the horizon of their own society
could not be expected to perceive custom which was the stuff of their own thinking. Anthropology holds up
a great mirror to man and lets him look at himself in his infinite variety (1950, p. 11).
This is a life-long task in that culture is continually changing and because culture is largely learned
unconsciously. Such awareness is a key component of global citizenship.
Second, we hope to instill in students a positive attitude in approaching, and then interacting with, people from
other cultures. Again, this is not natural for humans, as we are all inclined to ethnocentrism. As Hugh and
Pauline Massingham state in The Englishman Abroad:
The born traveler—the [person] who is without prejudices, who sets out wanting to learn rather than to
criticize, who is stimulated by oddity, who recognizes that every man is his brother, however strange and
ludicrous he may be in dress and appearance—has always been comparatively rare (1962, XVII).
The Jamaican interim has been developed to stimulate students to think critically about their surroundings and
the activities in which they are engaged during the study abroad experience and then to bring the lessons learned
with them as they engage in future travel.
5. Methods
Research participants were limited to alumni who participated in the program between 2002 and 2013. Students
participating in the 2015, 2017, and 2019 were not included due to continued enrollment in college at the time
the survey was distributed. The survey was sent to 116 alumni of the program. Qualtrics survey software was to
distribute the survey via email and to analyze the 16 Likert scale questions. The open-ended questions were
independently coded by the investigators. The response rate of 56% (N = 65) was encouraging, and we believe,
hinted that the interim may indeed have had an impact on alumni.
The research questions directed to alumni of the Jamaican Development Interim focused on several issues: the
role and impact of participation in the short-term study abroad program on travel and tourism decisions,
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participation in volunteering activities, increased intercultural/global sensitivity, and more broadly, life and
career choices.
An alumni survey tracer using used mixed methods was sent to all participants of the interim prior to 2015
interim. The first section of the survey asked sixteen questions using a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to
10 (strongly agree). Three questions (5,9,13) were taken from Zorn (1996). The majority of questions were
original and specifically applied to the objectives/goals of the Jamaican Development Interim. The focus of these
questions was on the travel/vacation habits of alumni, topics that lend both to a longitudinal survey as well as to
potential measures of global citizenship. An additional open-ended question was included, affording alumni the
opportunity to comment how they thought the interim impacted them. Open-ended survey questions included the
following:
1) The Jamaica Development Interim has had a long-term impact on my interactions with people from other
cultures.
2) The Jamaica Development Interim has affected the destinations I choose when traveling abroad.
3) The Jamaican Development Interim has affected my decisions on the activities I participate in when traveling
abroad.
4) The Jamaica Development Interim affected my decisions on where I stay when traveling abroad.
5) The Jamaica Development Interim has caused me to reassess my outlook on life at home.
6) The Jamaica Development Interim has influenced career decisions that I have made since graduation.
7) The Jamaica Development Interim has facilitated an international or intercultural dimension to my volunteer
activities.
8) The Jamaica Development Interim has facilitated an intercultural dimension to my social or religious activities.
9) The Jamaica Development Interim has contributed to my self-confidence.
10) The Jamaica Development Interim has affected my use of material culture.
11) The Jamaica Development Interim has affected my decision-making process on my use of disposable income.
12) The Jamaica Development Interim has enhanced my understanding of United States culture.
13) The Jamaica Development Interim has enhanced my understanding of United States politics.
14) The Jamaican Development Interim has influenced my discussions with others about international and
trans-cultural issues.
15) The Jamaican Development Interim has affected my perspective on minority issues at home.
16) The Jamaica Development Interim has affected my perspective on minority issues abroad.
17) Please share with us how the Jamaica Development Interim has or continues to impact you.
According to the Open Doors Report on International Education Exchange, female participation rates in
off-campus programs exceeds that of their male counterparts. They report that of those students participating in
study abroad programs in 2014/15, 65% were female and 35% male (Institute of International Education, 2015).
The female/male participation rate in the Jamaica Development Interim, as well as the survey response rate
mirrors the national averages: 75.4% of respondents were female and 24.6% were male.
The Jamaica Development Interim is an inter-disciplinary course and draws students from many majors across
the college. Students participating in the interim were from the following majors: Accounting, Art, Business,
Economics, Education, English, Exercise Science, Geography, Interdisciplinary, International Development,
International Relations, Nursing, Philosophy, Psychology, Speech Pathology, Social Work, Sociology, and
Video Production. As mentioned previously, students are encouraged to take interims outside of their majors.
Most attempts to measure the impacts of short-term study abroad programs do so through considering student’s
perceived attitudes. This project attempts to gather information using more direct measures of analysis that move
beyond assessing attitudes to reporting and measuring behavior.
Beyond the common use of indirect measures in assessment, most scholarship that attempts to study the impact
of short-term study abroad programs distribute surveys immediately after the program is completed. We were
interested in considering the potential long-term impact of short-term study abroad programs. With this in mind,
our goal was to assess whether the Jamaica Development Interim had a long-term impact on alumni behaviors.
Alumni received the survey between two and thirteen years from taking the interim.
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Studies assessing the impact of short-term study abroad programs often focus on topics of cultural sensitivity or
global awareness, often considering issues such as intercultural awareness and personal growth. Although
students participating in the interim are introduced to and in some ways immersed in a culture quite different
than their own, intercultural development is not the primary goal of this particular interim. It is, however,
embedded in the content, including readings, activities, lectures, and travel experiences that challenge students to
think beyond their own experiences and understandings of the world. The content of this interim focuses
primarily on the role and impact of international development on Jamaica, with a particular focus on the role of
travel and tourism on the island. This content lends itself well, we believe, to assessing alumni behavior as a
result of participation in the interim.
The theme of tourism is a major component of the interim, and students study the economics of tourism in
Jamaica, the sustainability of tourism, eco-tourism, authenticity and tourism, cultural tourism, community
tourism, and issues of leakage. Students also attend lectures and read multiple articles on these topics.
Experientially, students move across different locations in Jamaica, experiencing travel and tourism on the island
from many different perspectives. At the end of the interim, students spend a few days on the Hip Strip of
Montego Bay—the historical epicenter of tourism in Jamaica. After spending most of the interim in Kingston,
Mandeville, and Treasure Beach it is in Montego Bay that students participate in tourism from an etic
perspective—often “feeling out of place” as one alumnus put it. Given our experiences with students engaged in
this interim over the years and their reactions to “being tourists” at the end of their time in Jamaica, we believe
that the study of tourism during the interim may impact alumni in their future choices of travel/vacations. This
study speaks to that primary question with the majority of questions in the survey specifically addressing the
tourism choices of these alumni.
Limitations
There are limitations to the methodology. The alumni survey has a selection bias in that those who participated
in the survey were probably more likely to have had positive long-term impact from the interim experience.
Further, the data can only suggest correlations rather than causation. In addition to this, as many of the studies
discussed in the literature review, this study has no control group. That said, the study strongly shows the
potential for short-term study abroad programs to have sustainable and direct impact on alumni.
6. Results/Discussion
For the Likert questions on the survey, we used the Net Promotor Score (Reichheld, 2003) to assist in measuring
the long-term impact of our interim course. The Net Promotor Score (NPS) was originally designed to measure
customer loyalty to a company and was originally based on one question: “How likely is it that you would
recommend our company/product/service to a friend or colleague?” NPS scoring is typically based on a 1–10 scale.
Based on the original NPS question, respondents who score 9–10 are “promotors,” considered likely to exhibit
value-creating behaviors, remaining customers for longer, and making more positive referrals to other potential
customers. Those scoring 7–8 are “passives,” while those scoring 1–6 are considered “detractors”; such
respondents are less likely to display value-creating behaviors. The NPS score is derived from subtracting the
detractors from the promotors. The NPS score can be from -100 to 100. Any positive score is considered good,
any NPS approaching 50 is considered excellent.
NPS scores have moved beyond the original question into broader questions. We used the NPS to measure
“value-creating behavior” in terms of long-term impact of short-term study abroad programs. Our results were
clear and dramatic. Five questions received positive NPS scores. The five questions that received positive scores
can be considered specific indicators of the long-term impact of the interim.
Three of the five questions directly relate to issues concerning alumni travel practices. The remaining two
concern issues relating to intercultural sensitivity and support previous scholarship that highlight the impact of
study abroad programs on cultural sensitivity. We independently did content analysis on the open-ended question:
“Please share with us how the Jamaica Development Interim has or continues to impact you.” Our independent
coding of this questions mirrors the NPS analysis. What follows are the five questions that received positive NPS
scores, as well as examples of direct responses by alumni as we have coded them. We have given considerable
space to alumni comments due to the strength of the comments, as well as our desire to honor the alumni who
participated in the interim.
Q2: “The Jamaica Development Interim has affected the destinations I choose when traveling abroad.” (7.9
NPS).
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“When traaveling I avoidd all-inclusive resorts and I do not considder vacationing on cruise shhips (influence
ed by
watching L
Life and Debt and visiting O
Ocho Rios and M
Montego Bay)). I have a betteer understandiing of the impa
act of
internationnal trade policcies and corpoorate investment in developiing countries (Life and Debbt, Alcoa’s ba
auxite
extraction plant). I undeerstand the ecoonomic importtance of produucts sourced annd processed in country and give
preferencee to those typess of products ((Blue Mountainn Coffee, Pickk-A-Pepper).”
Q3: “The Jamaica Devvelopment Inteerim has affected my decisions on the activities I participate in when
w
traveling aabroad.” (32.311 NPS)

“In terms of long-term impact—I wouuld argue this ttrip had more influence thann all of my othher interims... Even
five years later, I can trully say this trip has had a lastiing impact on tthe way I go abbout travel, andd interpret diffferent
cultures annd traveling deecisions, whethher it be lodginng, food, envirronmental impact, or culturall impact.”
“It [the intterim] helped me also to unnderstand how important it iis to support small family ow
wned and operated
businessess.”
“If I were tto travel abroaad again, I wouuld want to ensuure I am stayinng someplace tthat is beneficial to their econ
nomy
and enviroonment.”
“I love to ggo on trips. Whether
W
it is a nnight camping in a backyard, a weekend triip to the back w
woods of Kenttucky
or travelinng through anotther country, I am a big fan. What I learneed in Jamaica hhas contributedd to all of the trrips I
have gone on since. Befoore that interim
m trip I did not think about hoow the things tthat my friendss and I do, or where
w
we eat, or where we stayy has a direct effect on the ddynamics of thhe place we arre visiting. Whhen vacationing
g our
footprints, our dollars, annd our stories hhave a direct eeffect on the ecconomies, the eenvironments, and the culturres of
those places. I now am conscientious
c
of sustainablee tourism practtices, staying w
with locally ow
wned facilities, and
getting to kknow the peopple in whose hoome we are guuests.”
“[The interrim] taught mee that because oof the way the tourism industry works, travveling abroad ssomehow lands you
in a place just like hom
me and does noot allow you too fully immersse yourself in the country yyou’re visiting.. The
people andd culture are what
w
make a coountry—not thhe glamour off a resort. This interim trip w
was an eye-ope
ening
experiencee and somethinng that has imppacted my travvel choices sincce.”
Q4: “The Jamaica Deveelopment Interrim affected m
my decisions oon where I staay when travelling abroad.” (4.69
NPS)
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“It has imppressed upon me
m the importaance of supporrting the local economies of the places I viisit by intentionally
choosing llocally owned accommodations, restaurants, etc., and thhe importance of respecting the environme
ent in
the activitiies I choose to engage in.
I can trulyy say this trip has
h had a lastinng impact on tthe way I go aabout travel annd interpret diffferent culturess and
traveling ddecisions—whhether it be lodgging, food, envvironmental im
mpact, or cultuural impact.”
Q14: “Thee Jamaica Devvelopment Intterim has influuenced my diiscussions withh others abouut internationall and
trans-cultuural issues.” (77.69 NPS)

“I find myyself more opennly giving an oopinion or feeliings about tourrist attractions that encourage the culture of that
specific coountry and thee tourist attracctions that havve been speciffically made only for touristts rather than for a
celebrationn of the culturee of that speciffic country.”
“I love tellling people abbout my experrience in Jamaaica. I am quicck to advocatee for people livving in third world
w
countries especially when it comes too the tourist aattractions andd hotels. My ppassion to seeek out natively
y run
establishm
ments I owe to my Jamaica innterim. I want to be able to hhelp put moneey back into thheir economy rather
than foreiggn owned businness that ship m
money back too the US and E
Europe. What aan eye-openingg trip! I loved every
e
second.”
m less afraid too travel to ‘badd’ areas and coountries and enncourage others to do the sam
me. So many pe
eople
“I think I’m
I have talkked to about trraveling to Jam
maica all have said resorts annd cruises connvinced them iit just isn’t saffe for
white peopple to leave thee compound! I never really ffelt unsafe, eveen late at nightt.”
“I’m increeasingly awaree of others whoo take trips to Caribbean islaand nations annd their activitiies, most involving
some sort oof all-inclusivee resort or hoteel. The trip has helped frame my conversatiions as well as what I would argue
a
is a stable and socially reesponsible respponse to foreiggn travel.”
Q16: “Thee Jamaica Deveelopment Interrim has affecteed my perspecttive on minority issues abroaad.” (9.23 NPS
S)
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“[To] see hhow others view America, hoow our spendinng and politicall choices shapee other cultures and countriess was
impactful for me. It becoomes more reaal when you seee it first-handd. I valued the experience as it helps you to see
how muchh variety is in the world, how
w big it is, and yyet how similaar we all are too each other.”
“I believe it [the interim]] created a broaad base of com
mpassion for annd interest in oother cultures ssuch that I apprroach
new immiggrants or refuggees with enthuusiasm and an openness to leearn from theirr perspectives..”
“This interrim experience is in large ppart what led m
me to choose an internship my senior year at Calvin which
w
involved w
working in the lives of foreiggn refugees wiith Bethany Chhristian Servicces. Which, in turn, has led me
m to
believe thaat I am meant to
t serve a moree diverse comm
munity, and thee main reason I am pursuing graduate schoo
ol for
an MSW ddegree. The Jam
maica interim along with traavel to Haiti annd Mexico, proovided experieences outside of
o my
comfort zoone which have grown me inn the healthiestt of ways whicch is extremelyy valuable to m
me.”
“My biggeest lesson from
m the trip was tthere are no eaasy answers. T
The wide spectrrum of people we interacted with
showed hoow complex thee issues were aand so were thee solutions. Onne more thing tto note that stilll impacts me to
oday.
As a minorrity at Calvin, one of our bigggest criticismss was how we ssegregated ourrselves from thhe rest of the Calvin
communityy. The Jamaican trip was onne of the first ttimes many off my white Callvin friends weere ever minorrities.
What was interesting to me was how they exhibitedd the same traiits they compllained about uus. So, for instance,
even thouggh opportunitiees existed to m
mingle with locaals, they wouldd still sit amonggst themselvess to eat. But the
e take
away for m
me was the neeed to walk in aanother person’s shoe to be aable to understaand their actions.”
“The Jamaaica Interim invvited me to gett a glimpse of tthe unique cultture of Jamaicaa. It helped mee also to undersstand
how imporrtant it is to suppport small fam
mily owned annd operated bussinesses. It alloowed me to expperience Jamaiica in
a way mosst Americans do
d not. I was ffortunate enouugh to see the ffoundations off a beautiful coountry, but also the
trials and cchallenges theey face on a daaily basis. I stiill speak aboutt it today and hhave come in contact with native
n
Jamaicans and I can havve a conversatioon with them aand understandd better wheree they are from
m. So thankful I was
able to be a part of such a great group and interim inn Jamaica.”
7. Conclussions
This projeect was designned to determiine if short-terrm study abrooad programs ccan have a long-term impac
ct on
alumni. W
We have shownn that this is inndeed the casee. Years after participating in the Jamaicaa Develop Interim,
alumni clearly and robbustly identifyy how the innterim has im
mpacted them in actions/atttitudes relatin
ng to
travel/tourrism as well ass in their orienttation to co-cuultural and inter-cultural interractions.
Richard Sllimbach statess in his wonderrful book, Beccoming World Wise: A Guidde to Global Learning, “…on
ne of
the centrall assumptions of this text is that merely leearning about the world is nnot enough. Gllobal learning must
be not only in the worldd but also for iit” (2010, p. 8)). He goes on to state that, ““educational trravel has a lim
mited,
though proofoundly impoortant, contribbution to makee to people’s own developm
ment” (p. 23). We resonate with
both of theese sentimentss and have maade an effort inn our Jamaica Developmentt Interim to eqquip students to
o see
themselvess as global citiizens with morral and even sppiritual responnsibilities to annd partnershipss with others in the
world. Ouur data suggestts that our aluumni have inddeed become gglobal citizenss, and that thiss is at least in
n part
directly reelated to particcipating in the Jamaica Deveelopment Interrim. We realizze our data doees not represen
nt all
short-term
m study abroadd programs, buut for those atttempting to acchieve the loft
fty goals set ouut by Slimbach for
global learning, such obbjectives can indeed be reaached—objectives that can have a profouund and long--term
impact on alumni and ouur ethno-spherre. We encouraage all those innvolved in studdy abroad proggrams to set th
he bar
high and ddevelop studyy abroad progrrams that suppport life-oriennting changes for students, aas well as possitive
impacts onn the host com
mmunities with whom the studdents interact. Doug Reilly aand Stefan Sennders in “Becoming
the Changge We Want to
t See: Criticaal Study Abrooad for a Tum
multuous Worlld” (2009) sugggest nine areas to
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consider when organizing a study abroad program that can produce global citizens and thus a better world. We
highly recommend incorporating these areas when teaching a study abroad program.
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Appendix A
Globalization, Development, and Tourism in Jamaica Syllabus
Interim 2019—January 3–22
IDIS W 47

- a 3 semester hours course
- a CCE (cross-cultural engagement) approved course

Instructors:

Todd Vanden Berg and Bonnie Mulder

Course Description:
Jamaica with its vibrant multi-national urban center of Kingston, attractive tourist destinations and impoverished
rural countryside, provides the backdrop for examining issues facing less developed countries. The interim
exposes you to Jamaican culture and history, including the African diaspora, Jamaica's colonial experience, and
Jamaica's contemporary identity in an ever-increasing globalized world. Through readings, engaging lecturers by
faculty from the University of the West Indies/Calvin, representatives of various local and international
organizations, we will examine the social and economic issues facing Jamaicans today including political unrest,
tourism, debt, sustainability, migration, and the influence of the United States in Jamaican affairs. We will travel
through both the interior and the coast of Jamaica seeing first-hand the various approaches to
development/tourism occurring in Jamaica. Field trips will also be used to examine the various political, social,
economic and international trends that have shaped the island and impacted its potential for successful
development.
Interim Objectives:
At the end of the course students will be able to:
1) Describe various ways in which Jamaican culture, history, politics, and economics influence development
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efforts on the island,
2) Identify the various ways in which Jamaicans participate in globalization
3) Identify domestic and international challenges in development and consider how policy initiatives may
resolve them,
4) Identify and describe the cultural and economic impact of tourism within the country,
5) Begin to develop a global citizen perspective,
6) Articulate a Christian response/perspective to the issues facing developing countries, particularly Jamaica,
7) Appreciate the rich history and culture of Jamaica and her people, and
Possible activities while in Kingston:
-Lectures at the University of the West Indies
-USAID lecture
-Devon House visit
-Port Royal tour
-Lime Cay Island visit
-Church service
-Art Museum
-Bob Marley Museum
-Dunns River Falls (Ocho Rios)
Possible activities while in Mandeville:
-Black River & YS Falls Eco-tour
-Coffee Factory tour
Possible activities while in Treasure Beach:
-Boat tour and Pelican Bar visit
-Community organizations visit
-Sea Turtle sanctuary visit
Possible activities while in Montego Bay:
-Visit Negril
-Interviewing community members
-Beach participant observation
-Visit Rose Hal
Requirements:
1) Briefs - 20% of grade - In order to facilitate participation in the class sessions each assigned reading must
have a written response—a brief. If no specific questions are assigned to the readings then the brief must
address:
a. Your reaction to the reading (a couple of paragraphs per essay)
b. A minimum of two questions that can be raised in class drawn from the essay.
c. Each brief should be written on a separate page with the date, and title of the essay/author written on top of the
page.
2) Personal Journal - 20% of grade - A daily journal must be written that reflects on your experiences of the day
– academically or personally. This is a personal journal intended to help you to consciously reflect on your
experiences. You will be asked to confirm that your journal has been written at the end of the interim but you
will not have to hand in this journal due to the more personal nature of its content.
3) Cross-cultural Engagement - 20% of grade - To fulfill the CCE core requirement as well as heighten the value
of this interim course, there is a reflective written paper required that considers issues of cultural diversity. There
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is no set length assigned to this paper. I recommend that you write this assignment while in Montego Bay—near
the end of interim. The papers will vary based on student experiences over the interim, but possible topics of
reflection may follow the below listed topics:
o

How might a Jamaican understand globalization in ways similar/dissimilar to a person from the U.S.?

o

Compare communication styles of U.S. and Jamaicans.

o

What was the most significant frustration for you in your intercultural communication experience?

o

What might you like to emulate of the Jamaican culture back in the U.S.?

o

Compare your understanding of how Christianity is expressed in the U.S. to Jamaica. What might
Christians in the U.S. learn from those in Jamaica and visa-versa?

o

Has your view of the world changed in light of your time in Jamaica?

4) Getting Oriented Assignment from Slimbach 20% of grade - Follow the directions that are clearly articulated
in this assignment. You will be required to have completed five of the orientation exercises. These five exercises
will be converted into your Analytic Journal Response (AJR). Refer to the Slimbach essay for the procedure of
this assignment. You can refer to the end of the Slimbach essay for examples of what AJR might look like.
5) Host community beach Interview – 20% of grade - This assignment will take place in Treasure Beach and
Montego Bay and may be completed alone or in pairs. We will discuss the assignment while in Mandeville.
Summing up assignments to be handed in:
To successfully complete the interim course five written components must be handed in after arriving back in
Grand Rapids.
1) Briefs on the readings.
2) A signed statement that you completed your personal journal.
3) The CCE component assignment.
4) The AJR from the Slimbach - getting oriented assignment.
5) Tourism Interview materials - signed consent form and completed interview
Appendix B
Reader Table of Contents
Cultural Orientation (no brief for #1 – Getting Oriented Assignment)
1) Getting Oriented – Slimbach Author’s permission for copies granted by Slimbach.
2) Chambers, Erve. 2005. Can Anthropology of Tourism Make Us Better Travelers? In Tourism and Applied
Anthropologists: Linking Theory and Practice. Tim Wallace, ed. NAPA Bulletin 23. Pp. 27-44.
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1525/napa.2005.23.1.27/pdf
3) Week, Laura. I am not a tourist: Aims and implications
http://tou.sagepub.com/content/early/2012/07/20/1468797612454627.full.pdf

of

“traveling.”

4)
Wilk,
Richard.
Euphemisms
for
the
Global
http://www.anthropology-news.org/index.php/2018/08/15/euphemisms-for-the-global-other/

Other.

Jamaica Overview (one brief for #5 - 8, brief for #9, brief for #10)
5) Jamaica Profile (BBC) http://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-18784062
6) Jamaica Country Profile (BBC) http://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-18784061
7) Jamaica Overview (The World Bank) http://www.worldbank.org/en/country/jamaica/overview#3
8) Jamaica Overview (USAID) https://www.usaid.gov/jamaica/history
9) Mason, Peter. 2000. History: Island of Conflict. In Jamaica: A guide to the people, politics, and culture.
Peter Mason. New York: Interlink Books. Pp. 13-28.
10) Lewis, F. William. 2013. Urban Rastas in Kingston, Jamaica. In Magic, Witchcraft, and Religion: A
Reader in the Anthropology of Religion. 9th ed. McGraw-Hill. pp. 278–383.
Economic Development
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11) Griffith, Matthew. 2002. Case study of the impact of CAP on a developing country: importation of milk
solids into Jamaica from the EU. Trocaire Development Review, Doublin, pp. 99–106. (ISSN 0790-9403).
12) Welch, Robert L, and Lius A. Vivanco. 2016. Chapter Seven, Economics: Working, Sharing, and Buying.
In Cultural Anthropology: A Concise Introduction. Oxford University Press. pp. 124–141.
13) Isbister, John. 2006. Promises Not Kept: Poverty and Betrayal of Third World Development. 6th ed.
Kumerian Press. pp. 1–6, 30–64, 226–238.
14) Sachs, Jeffery D. The Development Challenge. March April 2005. Foreign Affairs. Vol. 84. No. 2. pp. 78–
90.
15) Korten. David. From Relief to People’s Movement. 1996. In Getting to the 21st Century. Kumerian Press.
pp. 113–132.
Tourism and Development
16) Isaacs, Jack Coburn. The Limited potential of ecotourism to contribute to wildlife conservation.
http://globalforestcoalition.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/Ecotourism-Isaacs1.pdf
17) Litvin, S. W., and K-A Fyffe. 2008. Tourism: A view from the fray.: A Jamaican case study. Int.
Business
and
Globalisation,
Vol.
2,
No.
2,
160–172.
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Stephen_Litvin/publication/240296165_Tourism_a_view_from_the_fray_a
_Jamaican_case_study/links/55d3a11408ae7fb244f58d39.pdf
18) Vanden Berg, Todd M. 2014. An Inquiry into Jamaican Perspectives on Tourism. Tourism, Culture, &
Communication. Vol. 14. No. 2. pp. 103–115. Author’s permission for copies granted by Vanden Berg.
19) Conway, Dennis. Re-branding alternative tourism in the Caribbean: The case for “slow tourism.”
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1057/thr.2010.12
20) Hawkes, Ethan and Robert J. Kwortnik Jr. Connecting with the Culture: A Case Study in Sustainable
Tourism. https://scholarship.sha.cornell.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1260&context=articles
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